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The Response of Household Saving to the Large Shock
of German Reunification
By Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln*
German reunification was a large, unexpected shock for East Germans.
Exploiting German reunification as a natural experiment, I analyze the validity
of the life-cycle consumption model. I derive three stylized features concerning the saving behavior of East versus West Germans after reunification: (i)
East Germans have higher saving rates than West Germans; (ii) this East-West
gap is increasing in age at reunification; and (iii) for every cohort, this gap is
declining over time. I show that a comprehensive life-cycle model can replicate
these features. The precautionary saving motive is essential for the success of
the model. (JEL D14, D91, E21)

German reunification was a large economic shock for East Germans. Natural experiments of
this scale have typically been missing for industrialized countries, with the exception of wars. I
use the natural experiment of German reunification to gain insights into the validity of the lifecycle consumption model, and to analyze the relative importance of different saving motives.
The life-cycle hypothesis, originally formulated by Franco Modigliani and Richard Brumberg
in 1954, is the dominant paradigm in economics for studying consumption and saving behavior.1
Under perfect foresight, the life-cycle hypothesis, as a special form of Milton Friedman’s (1957)
permanent income hypothesis, implies that consumption changes should be uncorrelated with
expected income changes.
The comovement of consumption and income over the working life was recognized early on
as a challenge for the life-cycle hypothesis (Lester C. Thurow 1969). Yet, there exist several
explanations for this phenomenon that are consistent with rational behavior, most importantly
the presence of liquidity constraints, precautionary savings, or changing demographics over the
life cycle.2 Several studies conclude that these three factors can cause the observed comovement
of income and consumption over the working life (see, e.g., Orazio Attanasio and Guglielmo
Weber 1995 and Attanasio et al. 1999 for demographics; Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas and Jonathan
A. Parker 2002 for precautionary savings; and David B. Gross and Nicholas S. Souleles 2002
for evidence of liquidity constraints).3 It is difficult to come to a conclusion about the relative
importance of different theories in studies that are based solely on the observed comovement
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1
There are varying definitions of the life-cycle hypothesis. I use the term mainly to emphasize rational behavior, the
presence of a retirement period, and a finite lifetime.
2
Another possible explanation lies in the complementarity of consumption and labor (James J. Heckman 1974).
3
Habit formation is another explanation for the coincidence of high income growth rates and high saving rates (e.g.,
Christopher D. Carroll and David N. Weil 1994). Yet, it cannot easily explain why consumption growth is on average
negative in the second part of the life cycle.
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phenomenon, since they potentially suffer from omitted variable biases (Gourinchas and Parker
2002). Martin Browning and Thomas F. Crossley (2001, 14) conclude that “richer data is needed
to resolve the source of the consumption tracking of income seen in the data.”
This paper exploits the natural experiment of German reunification. Using this experiment
allows me to distinguish more clearly than studies based on the comovement of consumption and
income between different saving motives. For East Germans, German reunification signified a
large shock to labor and retirement incomes, as well as to wealth levels. I investigate whether the
saving behavior of East Germans after reunification is consistent with predictions from the lifecycle consumption model. Moreover, I analyze the relative importance of precautionary saving,
demographics, and retirement saving for the success of the model in replicating the empirical
features. To this end, I study the saving behavior of the working population,4 and find three stylized empirical facts: (i) East Germans have higher saving rates than West Germans of any given
age and cohort after reunification, (ii) this East-West saving rate difference is larger for older
birth cohorts, and (iii) this East-West difference is decreasing over time for every cohort.
In the theoretical analysis, I build a comprehensive life-cycle model, encompassing a retirement period, stochastic labor income, a liquidity constraint, and age-dependent survival probabilities, as well as changing demographics over the life cycle. I calibrate and solve the model
separately for East and West Germans, and separately for each East German birth cohort. The
identification is driven by exogenous variations of the net present value of the economic shock
of reunification for people at different stages of their life cycles. For example, reunification had
different economic implications for an East German who was born in 1970 and was at the beginning of her life cycle in 1990, than for an East German who was born in 1930 and was close
to retirement age at the time of reunification. The most striking difference between East and
West Germans lies in their initial wealth holdings at reunification. East German households had
accumulated far less wealth than their West German counterparts of the same age, which was
especially true for older households. These wealth differences can be taken as exogenous, since
they arise due to the effects of living under a different economic regime for up to 45 years, rather
than due to preference parameters.5
The calibrated model is able to replicate the three empirical saving rate features remarkably
well. I conclude that the East German population acted in line with the life-cycle hypothesis after
the large economic shock of reunification. In a decomposition analysis, I find that the precautionary saving motive is essential in replicating the convergence between East and West German saving rates over the 1990s. Thus, the natural experiment of reunification provides strong evidence
that precautionary saving is a necessary component if one wants to explain saving and consumption over the life cycle.
The next section summarizes the effects of the natural experiment, i.e., the influence of
German reunification on East Germans, and gives a brief description of the data used in this
study. Section II derives the three stylized saving facts in a graphical analysis, and confirms their
significance in a regression analysis. Section III introduces the life-cycle model, and presents
the calibration. Section IV discusses the performance of the model in replicating the East-West
saving rate differences. Moreover, it analyzes the relative importance of different saving motives
for the success of the model. It also investigates the effects of alternative expectations. The last
section concludes.

4
For an analysis of the saving behavior of Germans during the retirement period, see Axel Börsch-Supan et al.
(2001b). Further, Börsch-Supan et al. (2001a) give a description of saving behavior of West Germans before and shortly
after reunification.
5
Arguably, German reunification came as a surprise, and thus before 1989 East German households did not plan
with German reunification in mind.
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I. Institutional Features and Data

A. German Reunification
After the fall of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 1989, the events moving toward a political
and economic reunification of East and West Germany proceeded at a fast speed, culminating in
reunification on October 3, 1990.
The East German currency was abolished on July 1, 1990. The exchange rate from Mark
(East) into Deutsche Mark was 1:1 for small amounts of accumulated wealth, and 2:1 for amounts
of wealth above a certain age-dependent threshold per person.6 Private debt was exchanged at
the rate 2:1, while pension rights and wage contracts were transformed 1:1 (Sinn and Sinn 1991).
Section IIIB provides detailed evidence on financial and real wealth holdings at reunification.
Nominal household incomes in the East, including transfers and social security payments,
rose from around 35 percent of the West level in the spring of 1990 to about 80 percent in 1994.
From 1996 on, they have stagnated at around 85 percent of the West level (Sinn 2002). The
general perception seems to be that further convergence of nominal incomes will not occur in
the near future. Retirement payments for East Germans are calculated using the West German
formula, but taking East German labor incomes as a reference point (Sinn and Sinn 1991).7 The
replacement ratio in Germany is comparatively high, with retirement income equaling around 70
percent of the average labor income over the working life. Since 1995, the average nominal pension income per household in the East has exceeded the average pension income per household
in the West (Sinn 2002). This is mainly caused by the higher female labor market participation
rate in the GDR than in the FRG. However, due to the lower age of exit from the labor force in
East Germany after reunification (see, e.g., Börsch-Supan and Peter Schmidt 2001), and due to
the rapidly declining female employment rate (see, e.g., Holger Bonin and Rob Euwals 2002),
the social security wealth of an average working East German household at reunification should
not be larger than that of a West German household. Section IIIB estimates the labor income
processes of East and West Germans after reunification.
B. Data
The data used to analyze the saving behavior come from the German Socio-Economic Panel
(GSOEP).8 This annual household panel survey was started in West Germany in 1984. From
1990 on, it also covers the territory of the former German Democratic Republic. I use the survey
rounds from 1992 to 2000, since the question concerning financial saving was not introduced
until 1992. GSOEP is the only German household survey that provides a panel. Moreover, the
biggest advantage of GSOEP lies in the fact that it allows the researcher to identify where households lived before reunification, which determines the current and future economic conditions of
the household. I use the original sample established in 1984, and the subsample covering the territory of the former GDR started in the summer of 1990. Households from the former sample are

6
East Germans under 15 years of age could exchange 2,000 Mark (East) at the rate 1:1 into Deutsche Mark, while
East Germans between 15 and 60 years of age could exchange 4,000 Mark (East), and East Germans older than 60
could exchange 6,000 Mark (East) at this more favorable rate (Gerlinde Sinn and Hans-Werner Sinn 1991). In July 1990,
1,000 Deutsche Mark corresponded to around $630.
7
As a result, on average the gap between East and West retirement payments corresponds to the gap between East
and West labor incomes.
8
Due to German data protection laws, researchers outside of Germany can work with only a 95 percent random
sample of the full GSOEP dataset. A detailed description of the survey can be found in Socio-Economic Panel Group
(2001).
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defined as West Germans, and households from the latter as East Germans. Thus, East and West
always refer to the residence before reunification, independent of the residence in the observation
year, unless otherwise noted.
The saving data in the survey are recorded at the level of the household. I define the birth
cohort of a household based on the birth year of the head of household. Because of the focus
on labor force participants, I exclude households whose head is retired, but include households
whose head is unemployed. I drop households whose head serves an apprenticeship. Further,
I keep only households whose head is at least 20 years old at reunification, and not older than
65 in 2000. The final sample size consists of 23,959 observations for the years 1992 to 2000,
namely, 14,874 observations in the West sample and 9,085 observations in the East sample.
The total saving variable consists of positive financial saving and real saving, i.e., the amortization payments for owner-occupied housing and other dwellings. This variable is left-censored
at real saving for those who report zero financial saving. The saving rate is defined as the ratio
of total saving to net disposable household income, and is constructed for every household-year
observation. Both financial saving and income are directly reported in the survey,9 while real
saving is derived from information on home ownership and mortgage payments. The question
regarding financial saving asks for saving in a “usual” month, thus averaging out seasonal fluctuations.10 Details of the construction of financial and real saving, as well as a discussion of the
data and a comparison to data provided by the German Central Bank, are given in Appendix A.
All nominal variables are in DM and are adjusted to represent purchasing power in 2000. In
accordance with the residence in the observation year, inflation rates are taken from the CPI in
East or West Germany until the year 1999, and from a common CPI from 2000 on.
In the calibration, I use two additional German datasets, namely the Income and Expenditure
Survey (EVS), and the Microcensus. Both surveys are repeated cross sections. The relevant
samples for my purposes are the EVS from 1993, 1998, and 2003, and the Microcensus from
1991, 1993, and from 1995 on.11 Both surveys have the advantage that they exhibit larger sample
sizes than GSOEP. Yet, both share the disadvantage that they do not allow one to identify where
households lived before reunification. Thus, the distinction into East and West Germans has to
be done based on the current residence of the household in both surveys.
II. Empirical Results

This section analyzes the saving behavior of East and West Germans after reunification. The
following two sections investigate whether a comprehensive life-cycle model can explain this
behavior.

9

The question about financial saving reads: “Do you usually have an amount of money left over at the end of the
month that you can save for larger purchases, emergency expenses or to acquire wealth? If yes, how much?” The question regarding household income reads: “If you take a look at the total income from all members of the household: how
high is the monthly household income today? Please state the net monthly income, which means after deductions for
taxes and social security. Please include regular income such as pensions, housing allowance, child allowance, grants
for higher education, support payments, etc. If you do not know the exact amount, please estimate the amount per
month.”
10
The question concerning monthly income, on the other hand, asks for income “today.” Note that more than 90
percent of the surveys are carried out between January and May, thus omitting December, in which households sometimes receive a thirteenth monthly salary.
11
EVS is carried out only every five years. The scientific user files of the Microcensus are available annually since
1995, and biannually before that.
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Figure 1. Average Saving Rate in East and West Sample, 1992 to 2000
Notes: “East” and “West” refer to residence in GDR or FRG before reunification; 90 percent confidence bands from a
bootstrap analysis are included.

A. Three Stylized Facts
In the GSOEP sample from 1992 to 2000, the average saving rate of West Germans is largely
stable, at around 12 percent (Figure 1).12 The average saving rate of East Germans is declining
over time, from almost 15 percent in 1992 to around 11.5 percent in 2000. The figure includes 90
percent confidence intervals from a nonparametric bootstrap with 5000 repetitions.13
Figure 2 shows how different cohorts’ mean saving rates change over time in the East and
West samples, grouping cohorts of five adjacent birth years together.14 The saving rates are generally higher for households from the former GDR (right panel) than for households who lived in
the West before reunification (left panel). Moreover, they tend to be declining over time for every
cohort in the East sample, while they are rather flat over time in the West sample.

12

The average saving rate is defined as the average of the household saving rates.
I follow the procedure suggested in James A. Levinsohn and Amil Petrin (2003), treating each set of householdlevel observations together as an independent, identical draw, and sampling with replacement and equal probabilities
from the sets of household-level observations in the original data. A bootstrap analysis of the East-West saving rate
difference shows that it is significantly positive in 1992 and in the following years up to 1996, and significantly smaller
at the end of the sample period than at the beginning, both at the 5 percent significance level. Results are available from
the author upon request.
14
Since the cell sizes are very small for the oldest and youngest cohorts if the East data are broken into cohorts,
the figure shows only cohorts born between 1943 and 1967. The regression in Section IIB, however, includes all
observations.
13
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Figure 2. Cohort-Age Profiles of Saving Rate in West Sample (Left Panel) and East Sample (Right Panel)
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Figure 3. Cohort-Age Profiles of East-West Difference of Saving Rate
Notes: “East” and “West” refer to residence in GDR or FRG before reunification. Each solid line represents five adjacent birth cohorts; 90 percent confidence bands from a bootstrap analysis are included.

Figure 3 is a central figure for this paper. It depicts the East-West differences of the cohortage profiles of the saving rate,15 as well as 90 percent confidence intervals from a nonparametric
bootstrap, and exhibits three features:
1. The differences in the saving rates between East and West Germans of any given birth cohort
are positive in 1992, and mostly remain positive over the following eight years.
2. The initial East-West saving rate difference is larger for older birth cohorts.
3. The difference is decreasing over time for every cohort.

15

To enhance readability, each cohort group is represented in a different subfigure.
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The East-West saving rate difference at the beginning of the sample period amounts to 1.7
percentage points for the cohorts under 30 years of age in 1992, around 2.5 percentage points
for the cohorts between 30 and 40 years of age in 1992, and around 4.5 percentage points for the
cohorts older than 40 in 1992.16 This difference is significantly positive for each but the youngest
cohort group.17 Yet, the bootstrapped confidence intervals cannot establish that the initial EastWest saving rate difference is significantly larger for the older cohort groups.
The average annual decline in the East-West saving rate difference over the following years
lies between 0.42 and 0.75 percentage points for the five cohort groups, and averages 0.57 percentage points. For all but the second youngest cohort group, the saving rate difference at the end
of the sample period (in either 1999 or 2000) is significantly smaller than the saving rate difference at the beginning of the sample period (in either 1992 or 1993).18
B. Regression Analysis
The theoretical part of this paper analyzes whether the life-cycle consumption model is able to
replicate these three features. Before doing that, this section analyzes the statistical significance
of the three saving rate features in a regression analysis, which allows me to explicitly take care
of the censoring of one component of the saving variable, namely financial saving. Moreover,
the regression imposes some minimal parametric structure, namely that the convergence of the
East-West saving rate difference over time is the same for all cohorts. The imposition of this
parametric structure increases the statistical significance of the three features.
Since saving is left-censored at real saving if reported financial saving is zero, random-effects
tobit models are estimated on the following equation:
	S
(1)
a b 5 bi9a0 1 1bi 3 easti 29a1 1 yeart9a2 1 1 yeart 3 easti 29a3 1 ei, t ,
Y i, t

where S is saving and Y is disposable income. The dummy east takes on the value 1 if the household lived in East Germany before reunification; b is a vector of cohort group dummies; and year
is a vector of year dummies. I group households into four cohort groups according to their birth
cohort: those born between 1935 and 1942, between 1943 and 1951, between 1952 and 1960, and
between 1961 and 1969. In the regression, the complete set of cohort dummies is included, but
the dummy for the year 1992 is omitted.19
The estimation results in Table 1 confirm the three stylized facts from the graphical analysis. First, all four coefficients on the interaction terms of the cohort group dummies with the
East dummy are positive, indicating that East Germans exhibit higher saving rates than West
Germans of the same age in 1992. These East-West differences are statistically significant except
for the youngest cohort group. Second, the coefficients on the interaction terms between the East
dummy and the cohort dummies are increasing in the age of the cohort. Wald tests confirm that
the East-West saving rate differences in 1992 are significantly larger for the two oldest cohort
groups than for both the cohort group born 1961 to 1969 and the cohort group born 1952 to 1960
16

For the oldest two cohort groups, this maximum saving rate difference occurs in 1993.
This is true even based on 95 percent confidence intervals.
18
For the second oldest cohort group, the minimum saving rate difference occurs in 1999. For the second youngest
cohort group, the saving rate difference at the end of the sample period is significantly smaller than the one at the beginning of the sample period only at the 15 percent significance level.
19
Alternatively, I can impose additional parametric structure and regress the saving rate linearly on the birth year
and on a linear time trend, also including interactions of both variables with the East dummy. The interaction terms of
this regression have the expected signs and are significant at the 1 percent significance level.
17
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Table 1—Estimation Results
Dependent variable:
Saving rate

Coefficient

Born 1961–1969
8.251***
Born 1952–1960
7.057***
Born 1943–1951
8.168***
Born 1935–1942
10.776***
		
Born 1961–1969 3 East
1.119
Born 1952–1960 3 East
1.977**
Born 1943–1951 3 East
4.222***
Born 1935–1942 3 East
4.549***
		
Year 1993
0.097
Year 1994
0.311
Year 1995
–0.343
Year 1996
–0.190
Year 1997
–0.047
Year 1998
–0.821**
Year 1999
–0.619
Year 2000
0.763*
		
Year 1993 3 East
0.691
Year 1994 3 East
–0.177
Year 1995 3 East
–0.524
Year 1996 3 East
–1.162*
Year 1997 3 East
–1.761***
Year 1998 3 East
–2.331***
Year 1999 3 East
–3.104***
Year 2000 3 East
–3.540***
Observations
Log likelihood

Standard error
0.627
0.608
0.640
0.649
0.988
0.914
0.972
1.102
0.407
0.405
0.408
0.409
0.408
0.410
0.411
0.416
0.649
0.647
0.650
0.652
0.652
0.660
0.662
0.669

23,959
6,089

Notes: Random effects tobit regression. All coefficients and
standard errors are multiplied by 100. The omitted year
dummy is 1992.
***Significant at or below 1 percent.
**Significant at or below 5 percent.
   *Significant at or below 10 percent.
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at the 5 percent significance level. However,
the East-West differences between the two
youngest cohort groups are not significantly
different, nor are they significantly different
between the two oldest cohort groups. Hence,
the estimates indicate that the saving rate differences between East and West in 1992 are
significantly larger for older cohorts than for
younger ones, but based only on a comparison
of the older half of the sample cohorts to the
younger one. The point estimates confirm the
magnitudes of the saving rate differences in
1992 shown in Figure 3.20 Third, the interaction terms between the year dummies and the
East dummy indicate that the East-West saving rate difference is almost linearly decreasing over time. The only exception to this is
the period between 1992 and 1993, when
the difference is actually slightly increasing. The East-West saving rate differences
of the years 1996 and later are significantly
smaller than the difference in 1992.21 On
average, the East-West saving rate declines
by 0.6 percentage points per year from 1993
on. Summarizing, the regression results yield
similar magnitudes for the East-West saving
rate differences as those shown in Figure 3,
and confirm the statistical significance of the
three stylized facts.

III. The Life-Cycle Consumption Model

The theoretical part of this paper investigates whether the observed saving behavior after
reunification is consistent with predictions of a comprehensive life-cycle consumption model.
The model encompasses a retirement period, stochastic labor income, a liquidity constraint,
deterministic age-dependent household sizes, and age-dependent survival probabilities, and thus
largely follows the model presented in Gourinchas and Parker (2002).

20
The truncation of financial saving leads to lower predicted saving rates in both East and West than those shown
in Figure 2. However, the East-West difference is essentially unaffected by the truncation, which concerns the East and
West samples to a similar degree.
21
Moreover, Wald tests show that the East-West saving rate differences in 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000 are
significantly smaller than the respective differences three years earlier (i.e., in 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997) at the
1 percent significance level.
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A. The Model
Let the last period of the working life be denoted by R, and the last period of the maximization
problem, after which death occurs with probability one, by T. The household solves the following
utility maximization problem:
(2)

max      a bt qqsjr E 0 5ut 1Ct 2 6
5C 6 T
t t50

with

T

t

t50

j50

	Ct 12g
an b
t
(3)
ut 1Ct 2 5 nt     ,
12g

where ut 1Ct 2 is the utility function in period t,22 nt equals effective household size in period t,
Ct is household consumption in period t, and sj are age-dependent survival probabilities.23 b is
the discount factor, and g the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Moreover, let Yt be income, At
wealth at the beginning of the period, and r the risk-free interest rate. The utility maximization
is subject to a budget constraint
(4)

At11 5 11 1 r2 1At 1 Yt 2 Ct 2 ,

and subject to a liquidity constraint
(5)

At11 $ 0

5t.

Labor income grows with an age-specific rate, and is subject to a temporary and a permanent
shock. Both shocks are log-normally distributed. Retirement income is deterministic and equals
a fraction h of the permanent income in the last period of the working life. Thus,
(6)

Yt 5 •

Pt  et for t # R
hPt

for t . R

with
(7)

Pt11 5 •

Gt11Pt mt11

for t # R

Pt

for t . R

and

(8)

22
23

se2
log et , N a2   , se2b ,
2

sm2
log mt , N a2   , sm2b ,
2

The subscript indicates that utility in period t depends on the deterministic effective household size at time t.
The survival probability between j 2 1 and j, with s 0 5 1, is defined as sj .
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where Pt is the permanent component of income, Gt is the deterministic age-dependent gross
growth rate of the permanent component of income, et is a transitory income shock, and mt is a
permanent income shock.
Denote as Xt cash at hand at the beginning of the period (i.e., Xt ; At 1 Yt ). The Bellman equation of the problem is then
Vt 1Xt, Pt 2 5 max 5ut 1Ct 2 1 bst11Et 3Vt11 1Xt11, Pt112 4 6.

(9)

5Ct 6

Following Carroll (1992), I solve the problem numerically by backward induction on the transformed value function Vt 1xt 2. Denote variables divided by permanent income by small letters
(i.e., xt ; Xt  /Pt ), and define Vt 1xt 2 ; Pt12g Vt 1xt 2. The Bellman equation then simplifies to
Vt 1xt 2 5 max 5ut 1ct 2 1 bst11Gt1121gEt 3m1t121g Vt11 1xt112 4 6,

(10)

subject to the budget constraint
(11) 	

5ct 6

11r
xt11 5      1xt 2 ct 2 1 et11
mt11Gt11

and the liquidity constraint
(12)

xt $ ct  .
B. Parametrization and Calibration

The model has to be calibrated separately for East and West Germans. Moreover, since for
East Germans the 1990s were a clear period of transition, and the age at reunification had an
influence not only on the relative initial wealth holdings but also on the income prospects and
demographic development, I calibrate the model separately for every East German birth cohort.
In the data, I control for any cohort effects of West Germans, which are comparatively small,
and consequently abstract from cohort effects for West Germans in the model. Since cell sizes
become small if the East German sample is divided into year-cohort cells, I often impose additional assumptions to smooth the data and minimize the effect of measurement error. All of
these assumptions are discussed explicitly in the respective subsections. Since I can observe the
empirical saving rate only from 1992 on, I calibrate and simulate the model from that year on.
Preference parameters are assumed to be equal between East and West Germans. The interest rate is set to r 5 0.0184, the average real interest rate on saving accounts in Germany over
the period 1992 to 2000. Working life consists of 45 periods (R 5 45), reflecting ages 20 to 64.
Consequently, for the East I model the cohorts between 20 and 64 years of age in 1992, i.e., born
between 1928 and 1972. Each household is assumed to live a maximum of 81 periods (T 5 81),
i.e., death occurs with probability one after age 100.24 I use average age-dependent survival
probabilities of males and females, which are provided separately for East and West Germans

24

Survival probabilities are not available for Germany beyond the age of 100.
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by the German Statistical Office for the years
2002–2004. The East-West differences in
survival probabilities are small.25

Table 2—Regression of East-West Ratios of
Average Cohort Wealth Holdings in
1992 on a Constant and a Cohort Trend
Dependent variable:
Wealth ratio

Coefficient

Standard error

East German Wealth Holdings at
0.009
0.002
Reunification.—The most important differ- Trend
Constant
0.148
0.039
ence between East and West Germans arises R2
0.46
through their wealth levels at reunification.
West Germans are assumed to start life with
zero wealth, i.e., A0 5 0, and then accumulate wealth over the life cycle according to the optimal
policy function. I model the impact of reunification as causing an exogenous variation in wealth
levels at reunification, endowing East Germans with lower than the optimal wealth levels they
would have acquired had they lived in West Germany from birth on.
I use data on financial income as well as information on home and car ownership from the
German Socio-Economic Panel survey round of 1992 in order to build a comprehensive measure of household wealth. Financial wealth is constructed based on information on interest and
dividend income, and housing wealth is constructed from information on home ownership and
mortgage payments. Both procedures are detailed in Fuchs-Schündeln and Matthias Schündeln
(2005). Fuchs-Schündeln and Schündeln (2005) also compare the financial and housing wealth
measures to data from the EVS, and provide evidence that the measures match financial wealth
and housing wealth for East and West Germans from the EVS reasonably well. Last, GSOEP provides information on whether the household owns at least one car. I construct the average value
of cars per car-owning household in 1993 based on data from the EVS separately for East and
West Germans (see Appendix B for a detailed description). The respective amounts are added to
the wealth of East and West German households in GSOEP that indicate car ownership.
Figure 4 shows the average wealth holdings of East and West Germans by birth cohort in
1992.26 While in both parts of Germany wealth holdings are increasing in the age of the birth
cohort, the East-West difference is clearly increasing in the age of the cohort. One would expect
the wealth difference to be larger for older cohorts, since they lived under separate regimes for
a longer time. I construct the East-West ratio of average household wealth for each cohort, and
regress the resulting ratios on a linear trend (see Table 2). The estimation results imply that in
1992 the average wealth of East households born in 1928 amounted to only 13 percent of the
average wealth of West households of the same age, while the average wealth of East households
born in 1972 was 56 percent of the wealth of their West German counterparts. The estimated
East-West wealth ratios are used to calibrate the wealth holdings of East Germans in 1992 in the
simulations of the consumption model.
Income: Levels and Growth Rates.—West Germans are assumed to start life with permanent
income normalized to P0 5 1. To calculate the deterministic life-cycle growth rate of income
over the working life, Gt , I use data from the original West German GSOEP sample from 1984
to 2002. The logarithm of deflated disposable household income is regressed on a complete set of
cohort dummies, a fourth order polynomial in age, and the state-level unemployment rate of the

25
The average life expectancy of a West German male age 20 is 1.46 years longer than that of an East German male
of the same age, while the difference for females of the same age amounts to only 0.39 years. For individuals age 50,
the corresponding differences in life expectancy are 0.96 years for males and 0.36 years for females. For the survival
probabilities, I abstract from cohort effects in both East and West.
26
Due to small cell sizes, the graph shows moving averages of five adjacent birth cohorts.
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Figure 4. Average Household Wealth in East and West in 1992 by Birth Cohort

respective year.27 I derive age-dependent income growth rates based on the predicted incomes for
ages 20 to 64 from this regression, holding the cohort and the unemployment rate constant.28 The
predicted annual income growth rate is slightly higher than 5 percent for the youngest households, and becomes negative at age 56. Thus, the income profile over the working life exhibits
a hump.
The underlying life-cycle income growth path for East Germans is assumed to be the same as
for West Germans.29 However, income convergence after reunification led to additional income
growth for East Germans in the early 1990s. In the second half of the 1990s, this convergence
came to a halt, and incomes are on average still lower in the East than in the West.
As input into the model, I need to calibrate the East-West ratios of incomes by cohort in
1992, as well as the additional income growth rate of East Germans in the early 1990s. I impose
the following two assumptions:30 first, the East-West ratio of incomes is linearly increasing in
the birth year, and, second, the growth rate of the cohort-specific East-West ratio of incomes
over time is constant across cohorts for any given year. Based on these assumptions, I estimate
27
The sample includes households whose heads are in the labor force and between 22 and 63 years of age. Households
with younger and older heads are excluded, since the number of observations in these age groups is very small, and selfselection plays an important role. Including households age 64 would result in only small changes. However, including
the youngest households would lead to very large predicted growth rates between ages 20 and 23, due to the fact that
more highly educated people enter the sample at a later age.
28
Predicted income is derived for the youngest cohort, assuming that the unemployment rate always equals the
mean sample unemployment rate. Note that the choice of the cohort or the unemployment rate does not affect the
predicted growth rates.
29
Some suggestive evidence for this assumption is presented in Appendix B.
30
Both assumptions serve only to smooth measurement error due to small cell sizes. Appendix B presents some
evidence that these assumptions are reasonable.
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cohort- and year-specific predicted East-West income ratios. Figure 5 shows the magnitudes of
these predicted East-West income ratios for some sample cohorts, as well as the speed of the convergence. The details of the estimation are described in Appendix B. The estimated convergence
of incomes stops in 1997. Cohort-specific East incomes by year are constructed by applying these
ratios to the estimated West income. This procedure then leads to cohort-specific start levels of
East incomes in 1992, as well as cohort-specific income growth rates.31
Income Risk.—The variances of the perma- Table 3—Estimated Variances of the Temporary and
Permanent Income Shocks
nent and temporary income shocks are estimated as suggested by Carroll and Andrew
West sample
East sample
A. Samwick (1997), separately for the East s2
0.03766
0.03777
e
and West samples, using data from 1992 on.
(0.00299)
(0.00259)
2
0.01194
0.01175
The procedure is explained in Appendix B. sm
(0.00112)
(0.00097)
The estimated variance of the temporary
income shock is slightly larger in the East Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
sample than in the West, while the estimated
variance of the permanent income shock is slightly smaller, but the differences are never significant (see Table 3). The variance of the permanent income shock is estimated as s2m 5 0.012, and
the variance of the temporary income shock as s2e 5 0.038.
The high unemployment rates in the East after reunification might cause the perception that
East Germans faced higher income risk than West Germans (see also Section IVC). On the other
hand, the wage distribution in the GDR was more compressed than in West Germany before
reunification, and while wage dispersion in the East has been rising after reunification, it had

31
Thus, the cohort-specific East income growth rates are a function of the convergence process and the age-specific
life-cycle growth rates.
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not reached the West German level by the end of the sample period (see Martin Biewen 2000;
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2001).
Retirement Income.—I set h 5 0.57, i.e., the retirement income is equal to 57 percent of the
last permanent income during the working life. This leads on average to a replacement ratio of
70 percent with respect to the average income over the working life, a number that captures the
replacement rate of the German Social Security System.
Demographics.—The effective household size nt depends on the average household composition by age, as well as an appropriate adult equivalence scale. To calibrate the household composition, I use data from the Microcensus.32 For every household in the sample, I observe the
number of adults and children. To translate family composition into adult equivalences, I use
estimates of adult equivalence scales for West Germany by Jürgen Faik and Joachim Merz (1995)
based on the EVS.33 I then calculate the average adult equivalences by year and cohort separately
for East and West.34 For households whose head is older than 75, I assume that the adult equivalences are linearly declining.
For the West, I use as an input into the model the adult equivalences across ages in the year
2000. However, there exist cohort effects in the life-cycle shape of household composition in the
West over the 1990s. These effects go beyond a simple level effect: not only is the household size
on average larger for older cohorts, controlling for age, but the shape of the household composition over the life cycle also differs across cohorts. As an example, older cohorts tended to have
children earlier in life. The adult equivalences are the only input variable for the West for which
controlling for level cohort effects alone is not sufficient. Since the model set-up does not allow
for cohort effects for West Germans, I instead choose to apply a transformation to the East data,
such that the East-West difference in adult equivalences in fact takes the West cohort effects into
account. The exact procedure is described in Appendix B.
Figure 6 shows the resulting input into the model. The thick line shows the adult equivalences
of West German households by age, while the other lines show the adult equivalences for different East German cohorts, starting at left with the cohort born in 1972. Clearly, young East
German cohorts have larger household sizes than the respective West German cohorts in 1992,
since East Germans tended to have children earlier in life than West Germans. As a consequence
of this, as well as the drastic decline in birth rates in the East after 1990, the increase in the
household size is larger for young West Germans than for the respective East German cohorts
over the 1990s. From age 50 on, the differences between East and West Germans become relatively minor.
Preference Parameters.—There are two preference parameters to be calibrated, namely the
risk aversion parameter g, and the discount factor b. I choose these parameters to match certain
moments from the life-cycle consumption profile of West Germans: the age at which consumption peaks, and the peak/start ratio of consumption and the peak/retirement ratio. I estimate the
life-cycle profile of consumption over the working life based on the 1993, 1998, and 2003 rounds
of the EVS. Consumption is measured as total expenditure, including durables expenditure, and
the sample consists of all West German households whose head is younger than 65 years of age
32
Since it is hard to make reasonable assumptions to smooth measurement error when it comes to household composition, a large sample size is crucial. The Microcensus round of 2000, for example, contains observations on around
3,100 households per cohort in the West, and 675 per cohort in the East, an order of magnitude more than in GSOEP.
33
For further information, see Appendix B.
34
To obtain values for 1992 and 1994, I average the cohort values for 1991 and 1993, and 1993 and 1995, respectively, separately for East and West.
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Figure 6. Estimated Adult Equivalences over the Life Cycle for West German Households
and Different East German Cohorts Born 1928 to 1972

and not retired.35 The logarithm of consumption is regressed on a complete set of age dummies,
a complete set of cohort group dummies,36 and the annual unemployment rates in the state of
residence (see e.g., Gourinchas and Parker 2002 for a similar specification). From this estimation
I construct the predicted consumption path for a household of the middle cohort, keeping the
unemployment rate fixed.37
Consumption peaks at age 50. The peak-start ratio amounts to 2.48,38 and the peak-retirement
ratio to 1.11. Based on these moments, the discount factor is set to b 5 0.96, and the risk aversion
parameter to g 5 2.39 The resulting simulated consumption profile peaks at age 50, the peak-start
ratio amounts to 2.44, and the peak-retirement ratio to 1.11.

IV. Predictions of the Life-Cycle Model

After solving the model separately for West Germans and each East German cohort, I simulate
1 million life-cycle paths of West Germans. Next, 1 million life-cycle paths per East German

35
Given the self-selection into early retirement, as well as likely nonseparabilities between consumption and leisure,
it is most appropriate to match this consumption profile.
36
Since I observe consumption only every five years, I have to group five adjacent birth cohorts.
37
Note that the choice of the cohort and unemployment rate influences the level of consumption, but none of the
three moments of interest.
38
Start consumption is defined as the average consumption between ages 20 and 21. Consumption is declining in the
data between ages 20 and 21, but continuously increasing from age 21. If I define start as age 20, the peak-start ratio is
2.28, while it is 2.73 if start is defined as age 21.
39
Gourinchas and Parker (2002) estimate a discount factor of 0.96 and a risk aversion parameter of between 0.5 and
1.4. The life-cycle consumption profile in the United States differs somewhat, however, from the one in Germany (see,
e.g., Jesús Fernández-Villaverde and Dirk Krueger 2005, who document the consumption profile in the United States in
a comparable way to the profile presented here, i.e., without controlling for family composition). This is consistent with
different preference parameters in the United States and Germany.
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Figure 7. Consumption Function of West German Households of Age 22, 42, or 62

birth cohort are simulated from 1992 on. As East Germans enter the economy in 1992, they are
endowed with the calibrated shares of wealth holdings and incomes of West Germans of the corresponding age. By doing this, I assume that the variance of the wealth distribution of different
cohorts is identical in 1992 in East and West.40 Note that assumptions about the initial income
distribution in the East do not matter if one analyzes only the first moments of the distribution.
Figure 7 shows the optimal consumption function of West German households whose heads
are 22, 42, or 62 years old, respectively. Consumption is increasing and concave in cash at hand.
Moreover, for any given level of cash at hand, consumption declines as households approach
retirement.41
A. Baseline Results
Figure 8 shows the resulting consumption paths of West Germans and East German cohorts,
constructed as means from 1 million simulations per cohort. The thick line corresponds to West
Germans, while the thin lines represent East German cohorts, starting from left with the cohort
born in 1972, thus being 20 years old in 1992, up to the cohort born in 1928, being 64 years old in
1992. The lower income levels and lower starting wealth of East German households are reflected
in the gap between the consumption levels of the West and East German households, and in the
fact that this gap is larger for older households. Except for some of the younger cohorts, the EastWest ratio of consumption is increasing over time. The differences in the consumption behavior
between East and West Germans are more dramatic for older cohorts. While West Germans have
40

As I discuss in Section IVA, the results change only very slightly if one assumes the opposite extreme, namely that
East Germans of a given birth cohort all have the same wealth level in 1992.
41
See Gourinchas and Parker (2002) for a more detailed discussion of the consumption function of a similar life-cycle
problem, and Carroll (1992) for a discussion of the consumption function in a model without a retirement period.
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Figure 8. Mean Consumption of West Germans and Different East German Cohorts in Baseline Calibration

a decreasing consumption path from age 50 on, the cohorts of East Germans who are 50 or older
in 1992 still experience positive consumption growth, or at least a smaller decline, in the first
years after reunification.
Figure 9 depicts the cohort-age profiles of the average East-West saving rate differences over
the time period 1992 to 2000.42 This figure is analogous to Figure 3, and exhibits the same three
stylized facts. First, for every cohort, East German saving rates are on average higher than West
German saving rates. Second, the differences between East and West German saving rates are
larger for older cohorts than for younger cohorts. Last, for the majority of cohorts the difference
between East and West Germans’ saving rates declines over time. The life-cycle model is hence
very successful in explaining the three stylized features found in the data.
Yet, there are two dimensions along which the model’s performance could be better. First,
the predicted initial saving rate differences are smaller than in the data for most of the cohorts,
except for the oldest ones. While in the data the initial difference lies at around 2 percentage
points for younger cohorts, and around 4 percentage points for cohorts that are 40 or older at
reunification, the predicted differences are smaller than 2 percentage points for the younger
cohorts, and only reach 4 percentage points for the cohorts that are older than 50 at reunification. Section IVC shows that the performance of the model in terms of matching the East-West
saving rate differences quantitatively improves if one allows for expectations deviating from
realizations. Second, for the youngest cohorts, the model predicts an increase in the saving rate
differences for the first years, before the differences start to decline. This result of the model is
discussed in detail in Section IVB.
Why is the model able to replicate the major features of the data? First, the positive saving
rate difference between East and West Germans arises due to the low wealth holdings of East

42

The bumpiness of the lines is solely a consequence of the limited smoothing of the demographic inputs.
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Figure 9. East-West Saving Rate Differences in Baseline Calibration

Germans at reunification. An East German household that faces a similar economic environment
as a West German household of the same age from 1992 on, but is endowed with much lower
wealth holdings in 1992, saves more than the corresponding West German household to at least
partly make up for this wealth difference. This is true under any saving motive, as long as West
Germans accumulate positive wealth holdings optimally from the beginning of the life cycle on.
Importantly, the initial East-West wealth ratio is smaller than the income ratio for every cohort,
indicating that the wealth holdings of the East German households are suboptimal in the context
of the new economic environment.
Second, the initial East-West saving rate difference is larger for older cohorts since the relative
wealth holdings of East households at reunification are smaller for older cohorts. Thus, the effect
explained above is especially large for the older cohorts. Moreover, older East German households have less time left over their working life to increase their wealth holdings.
Since the positive saving rate difference, as well as the increase in the saving rate difference
by birth cohort, are mostly driven by the initial wealth holdings of East and West Germans, these
features are quite robust to the exact specification of the model, as Section IVB will show. On the
contrary, the decline in the saving rate differences over time is essentially tied to the precautionary saving motive. For this reason, I discuss the intuition for this third feature in Section IVB.
Note that the initial saving rate differences would be larger in the absence of convergence of
East incomes in the early 1990s. The higher income growth of East Germans between 1992 and
1997 decreases their relative incentives to save. In line with the estimation results, the simulation results, therefore, actually show that the saving rate differences often still increase slightly
between 1992 and 1993, before starting their much more pronounced decline.
Assuming that there is no variance in the wealth holdings of East Germans of a certain birth
cohort in 1992 would lead to slightly smaller predicted initial saving rate differences. The reason lies in the concavity of the consumption function (see Figure 7). Due to the concavity, a
mean-preserving spread in the initial wealth holdings of East Germans leads to lower initial
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c onsumption. However, even going to the extreme of assuming zero variance in the distribution
of wealth holdings within a cohort in 1992, the results change only slightly.43
B. The Importance of Different Saving Motives
The analysis so far has shown that a comprehensive life-cycle model is able to explain the saving behavior of East and West Germans after reunification. To analyze the relative importance
of different saving motives in explaining the features in the data, I eliminate the motives one by
one and derive the predicted features of the model without the specific motive. The three components that are most interesting are the precautionary saving component, demographics, and
retirement.44 Following the procedure used in the baseline analysis, in each case East Germans
enter the economy in 1992, and are endowed with the estimated shares of the simulated wealth
holdings of West Germans of the corresponding age in the respective model.
Precautionary Saving.—To analyze the importance of the precautionary saving motive, I solve
the model with a deterministic income process, and without imposing a liquidity constraint.45
Figure 10 shows the resulting predictions for the East-West saving rate difference. Note the different scale in contrast to Figures 3 and 9. Without the precautionary saving motive, the life-cycle
model cannot replicate any of the three stylized facts. First, the predicted saving rate difference
is negative for all cohorts. Thus, East Germans save less than West Germans in this specification.
This is the case because the positive life-cycle income growth coupled with impatience induces
West Germans to accumulate debt in the first 30 periods of their working life. Only after that do
they start to save for retirement, but without reaching positive wealth holdings on average. As a
consequence, the estimated wealth holdings of East Germans at reunification are actually less
negative than the ones of West Germans, making East Germans relatively better off in terms of
total net worth despite their lower future income, and thus turning the saving rate differences
negative. Second, the saving rate difference is not larger for older cohorts, since in particular the
West households age 40 to 65 have accumulated large amounts of debt. Therefore, especially for
these birth cohorts, households from the East are better off with regard to their wealth holdings
in 1992 than households from the West.
Yet, these are not the most interesting failures of the model without precautionary savings,
since they arise quite mechanically due to the absence of a liquidity constraint. Assuming higher
patience, one could induce West Germans to save from the start of the life cycle on, turning
the saving rate differences positive again, and restoring the cohort ordering. More importantly,
instead of predicting a decline in the East-West saving rate difference over time, the model
predicts an increase for all cohorts.46 This increase is caused by a combination of the effects
of demographics (see below), and the higher growth rates of East German incomes in the early

43

Note that in the 1993 round of the EVS, the within-age-group standard deviation of total wealth holdings in the
East is on average 54 percent of the standard deviation of the same age group in the West. Yet, since East and West
are based on current residence here, the estimated standard deviation is probably larger in the West sample than if one
would identify households by their residence before reunification.
44
Shutting down mortality risk has only negligible effects once the time discount factor is recalibrated to still match
the consumption hump.
45
A deterministic income process in conjunction with a liquidity constraint leads to zero saving for most of the
working life, until households accumulate some wealth close to retirement. Thus, the predicted saving rate difference
would also be zero except for the older cohorts. The other possible assumption, namely a stochastic income process
without the liquidity constraint, leads to qualitatively similar results as the case discussed in the text.
46
Note that this remains true even if one would increase patience in order to turn the East-West saving rate difference positive.
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Figure 10. East-West Saving Rate Differences in Calibration Abstracting from
Income Risk and Liquidity Constraint

1990s. Thus, the precautionary saving motive is a necessary component of the life-cycle model
if one wants to explain the observed decline in the East-West saving rate differences after 1992.
In the precautionary saving model, this decline arises because in this model the saving rate is
a decreasing function of the difference between actual wealth holdings and the target level of
wealth. Since East Germans’ wealth holdings at reunification are far below their optimal buffer
stock wealth holdings, they initially save a lot. As East Germans consequently successfully build
up a buffer stock over time, their saving rates decline. Hence, this decline is very specific to the
precautionary saving component of the model.
Demographics.—Figure 11 shows the predictions of the model for the saving rate differences
when household size is held constant throughout the life cycle. The predicted saving rate difference is now positive and declining also for the cohorts younger than 35 years of age in 1992. East
German cohorts in this age group have relatively large household sizes in 1992 and experience
only a slight increase in household size as they grow older, while for West German cohorts this
is the age at which children primarily enter the household (see Figure 6). Thus, the initial saving
rates of these households are relatively high in the West and declining over time as children enter
the household, while East Germans are already closer to their peak in household size, and thus
exhibit smaller saving rates. Abstracting from these demographic effects, the predicted saving
rate differences of these generations match the empirical ones much better.
Only the convergence of the saving rate differences of the oldest cohorts who are very close
to retirement was more pronounced when demographics were taken into account. As Figure 6
shows, while household size is declining for West German households around the age of 55 to 65,
this decline is less pronounced for these households in the East (in fact, for some cohorts household sizes are still slightly increasing). This can explain why saving rates of West Germans of
this age group are increasing faster than the ones of East Germans, which leads to a narrowing of
the saving rate difference. Hence, the decrease in the East-West difference of saving rates for the
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Figure 11. East-West Saving Rate Differences in Calibration Abstracting from Demographics

oldest cohorts observed in the baseline calibration is due to the combined effects of demographics and precautionary savings.
Consequently, the calibration of adult equivalences is important for the performance of the
model. Note that alternative estimates of adult equivalence scales for West Germany as derived
from a semi-parametric estimation on EVS data by Ralf A. Wilke (2006) generally propose
lower adult equivalences, thereby improving the performance of the model.47 The fact that the
comprehensive model with demographics has more difficulties in explaining the East-West saving rate differences could mean one of three things. First, East Germans’ expectations about the
development of household sizes might have differed from the ex post realization; second, East
Germans might have misjudged the necessary change in consumption to hold household utility
constant if household size changes, i.e., effectively misjudging adult equivalence scales; or, third,
adult equivalence scales in fact differed between East and West. If adult equivalence scales were
for some reason lower in the East than in the West in the early 1990s, the performance of the
model in matching the saving rate differences of the younger generations would improve.48
Retirement.—I shut down the retirement period of the model by assuming that individuals die
with probability one after 45 life-cycle periods. As Figure 12 shows, the predicted East-West
saving rate differences without the retirement saving motive are qualitatively very similar to the
ones in the baseline calibration. The initial differences are slightly larger for the middle-aged

47

Wilke (2006), however, estimates adult equivalences only for selected family sizes (namely up to two children).
For this reason, I recur to the estimates by Faik and Merz (1995).
48
This could be the case if, e.g., child care was on average cheaper in the East than in the West in the early 1990s.
Certainly, child care availability was much higher in the East than in the West in that time period.
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Figure 12. East-West Saving Rate Differences in Calibration Abstracting from a Retirement Period

and older cohorts, thus improving the performance of the model somewhat.49 Moreover, the
decrease in the difference over time is more pronounced for these cohorts. Therefore, I conclude
that retirement savings decrease the performance of the model somewhat in terms of matching observed East-West saving rate differences, but are nevertheless essential in explaining the
level of wealth holdings and the hump in consumption observed in the data. The reason for the
slightly less successful predictions of the East-West saving rate differences once retirement is
taken into account lies in the fact that the consumption function is more concave at lower levels
of cash at hand (see Figure 7). The first two empirical features are stronger the more concave the
consumption function. Since retirement saving leads on average to higher wealth holdings, more
households find themselves in regions where the consumption function is less concave.
C. Robustness Checks on Income Expectations
So far in this analysis, I assume that individuals’ expectations about the income process are
identical to the ex post observed outcomes. The validity of this assumption is especially contentious when it comes to expectations about the future income paths of East Germans. Could East
Germans in 1992 correctly predict the convergence process of incomes, as well as their riskiness? To gain insights into the importance of these assumptions, I show results from two robustness checks. Each time, the expectations about either the growth rate of income or the riskiness
of income are modified when the model is solved, but the actual estimated income process is
used when simulating the model. Thus, all changes result solely from changes in the policy functions due to modified income expectations.

49
The predicted initial saving rate differences lie between 8 and 10 percentage points for the oldest cohorts. For ease
of comparison, I keep the scale of the graph as in previous figures.
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Figure 13. East-West Saving Rate Differences in Calibration Assuming East Expectations of Higher Income
Risk and West Expectations of Lower Income Risk

Income Risk Expectations.—Income risk comprises both the risk of unemployment and the
variability of wages conditional on being employed. Arguably, in the public perception unemployment risk looms larger.50 The unemployment rate was almost three times as large in East
Germany as in West Germany in 1992 (15.4 percent versus 5.9 percent), and still more than twice
as large in 2000 (17.4 percent versus 7.8 percent). Therefore, it is possible that East Germans
perceived their income risk as higher than the income risk of West Germans, and vice versa.
To analyze the consequences of such potential perceptions of income risk, I increase both the
expected variances of the permanent and temporary shocks of East Germans to the upper end of
the 95 percent confidence interval of the point estimates (i.e., by 1.96 times the estimated standard deviation), while I decrease both the expected variances of the permanent and temporary
shocks of West Germans to the lower end of the 95 percent confidence interval (i.e., by 1.96 times
the estimated standard deviation). As a result, the expected variances are se2 5 0.0429 and sm2 5
0.0137 for East Germans, and se2 5 0.0318 and sm2 5 0.0097 for West Germans.
Figure 13 shows the resulting East-West saving rate differences. The expectation of higher
income risk induces East Germans to save more than in the baseline calibration, and the opposite
holds true for West Germans. As a consequence, the East-West saving rate differences are generally larger. This improves the performance of the model in matching the observed magnitudes of
the saving rate differences in the data. In fact, the predicted saving rate differences in 1992 under
this calibration line up very well with the empirical ones, starting at around 1.5 percentage points
for the younger cohorts, and reaching 4 percentage points at age 40. Even for the cohorts between
25 and 30 years of age in 1992, the model now predicts a relatively stable saving rate difference,
rather than a pronounced increase in the difference over time.

50
For example, the official unemployment rate is announced monthly and regularly discussed in the media, while
the general variability of wages is analyzed far less frequently, and attracts less attention in the media.
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Figure 14. East-West Saving Rate Differences in Calibration Assuming East Expectations of no Further
Income Convergence

Expectations about Income Convergence.—While it seems reasonable to assume that East
Germans might have expected higher income risk, it is less clear whether they expected even
more dramatic income convergence than they experienced in the first half of the 1990s, or less
income convergence. Figure 14 shows the predicted saving rate differences if East Germans had
expected no further convergence of East incomes to West incomes in 1992. The relatively lower
expectations of income growth for East Germans would have induced them to save more than in
the baseline calibration, resulting in an increase in the initial East-West saving rate differences.
Thus, the overall performance of the model in matching the magnitudes of the data improves
somewhat under this assumption. Of course, the opposite holds true as well: if East Germans
assumed even more convergence of incomes than they experienced, the model would have predicted lower saving rate differences than in the baseline calibration.
V. Conclusion

The natural experiment of German reunification provides strong evidence in favor of the lifecycle hypothesis. In the empirical analysis, I find that East Germans have higher saving rates
than West Germans after reunification, that the East-West saving rate difference is larger for
older cohorts, and that this difference is declining over time for every cohort. This saving behavior of East and West Germans after the large economic shock of German reunification fits the
predictions of a standard comprehensive life-cycle model very well. The model can replicate all
three empirical features, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The quantitative match improves
somewhat if one allows for a slight deviation of expectations of future income risk from the ex
post realization, motivated by the observed differences in unemployment rates between East and
West.
The precautionary saving motive is essential for the success of the model. Without precautionary savings, the model fails to predict the decrease in the East-West saving rate differences over
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the 1990s. On the contrary, accounting for changing demographics over the life cycle decreases
the performance of the model in matching the saving rate behavior of the younger generations.
Arguably, if adult equivalence scales differed for East and West, the effects of demographics
would change and could be more favorable for the model. Yet, estimating adult equivalence
scales is beyond the scope of this paper. Last, while retirement saving slightly decreases the ability of the model to match the East-West saving rate features after reunification, it is nevertheless
a necessary component of the life-cycle model to explain the level of wealth accumulation and
the hump in consumption.
The life-cycle model used in this paper is a standard model, incorporating a retirement period,
stochastic labor income, a liquidity constraint, demographics, and age-dependent survival probabilities. One of the many less standard features that the model does not incorporate is a habit
formation motive. Under the assumption of internal habits, agents derive utility not only from
consumption, but also from positive consumption changes. Facing substantial positive income
growth after reunification, East Germans would thus have increased consumption more slowly in
the presence of habits than without habits. Therefore, internal habits would provide an additional
motive for East Germans to save right after reunification.51 Another possible explanation for the
high saving rates of East Germans after reunification could be that East Germans were initially
more risk averse or more patient than West Germans.52 This study cannot reject the possibility
that these or other additional saving motives play a role in the saving behavior of East and West
Germans. Yet, it shows that the standard features alone are enough to explain the saving behavior, thereby suggesting that any possible role of other motives is small.
Natural experiments have frequently been employed to analyze high frequency behavior of
consumption, using quarterly, monthly, or even daily data. Most of these studies focus on relatively small income changes, and find evidence against the permanent income hypothesis.53 One
could interpret this failure as evidence that households are not forward looking in their consumption behavior, but rather follow simple rules of thumb. Notable exceptions to this result are found
in studies that analyze large income changes that the consumer faces repeatedly over the life
cycle.54 This suggests that households might have to learn how to behave optimally. Moreover,
if reoptimization after the arrival of news is associated with some fixed costs—psychological,
monetary, or opportunity costs—then reoptimization might be optimal only for large income
changes, and households might rather follow rules of thumb for small income changes (Hsieh
2003). This study—while analyzing the effects of an income shock, rather than a preannounced
income change—falls into the category of studies analyzing large changes, and clearly finds
evidence in favor of rational consumption behavior. Reoptimization after reunification was optimal even if its costs, whether psychological or monetary, might have been large. Moreover, the
natural experiment of German reunification provides evidence that repetition of income changes
is not necessary to generate optimal behavior by households.
51
A previous version of this paper, available from the author upon request, treats habit formation explicitly and
employs an empirical test for habits, not finding any significant evidence for habits.
52
Alberto Alesina and Fuchs-Schündeln (2007) provide evidence that Communism had a lasting impact on East
Germans’ preferences for a strong government.
53
The studies typically find that, in contrast to the permanent income hypothesis, consumption growth changes
significantly at preannounced income changes.
54
I calculate the welfare losses associated with setting consumption equal to income in the respective experiments,
assuming a time separable constant relative risk aversion utility function that is additive over monthly consumption
with a risk aversion factor of two, and a discount factor and gross interest rate of unity (see Browning and Crossley
2001). Following are the calculated welfare losses for studies that find evidence against the permanent income hypothesis: David Johnson, Parker, and Souleles (2006): 0.2 percent; Parker (1999): 0.6 percent; Matthew D. Shapiro and Joel
Slemrod (1995): 0.05 percent; John Shea (1995): 0.01 percent; Souleles (1999): 1.3 percent; Souleles (2002): 0.01 percent. For studies that do not find evidence against the permanent income hypothesis: Browning and M. Dolores Collado
(2001): 7 percent; Chang-Tai Hsieh (2003): 3.4 percent; and Souleles (2000): 2.1 percent.
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Appendix A: Construction of Saving Rate
Financial Saving.—Positive financial saving is identified by a direct question (see footnote
9). The question asks for the “usual” amount of saving left over at the end of the month. I
interpret this as monthly saving averaged over one year. Thus, any fluctuations of saving rates
within a year, e.g., seasonal fluctuations due to vacations or holidays, should not affect this
measure. I cross-check the saving rate of positive financial saving over disposable income with
the average saving rate given by the Bundesbank, and both are quite similar (see Figure 15).
Hence, I am confident that this measure consists of deposits into bank accounts of various kinds
(including building societies), and purchases of stocks and bonds, similar to the definition of the
Bundesbank. Correspondingly, negative financial saving would be defined as withdrawal from
bank accounts, and sales of bonds and stocks. Yet, I do not have this information, and accordingly the saving measure is left-censored for those who report zero financial saving. Last, financial saving should also comprise amortization of, minus take-up of, consumer loans. Questions
about consumer loans were added only in 1997 to GSOEP and do not indicate the date and
amount of a take-up, but only the sum of amortization and interest payments. Hence, I have to
omit this category.55
Real Saving.—Positive real saving consists of purchase of real estate and amortization of mortgages, while negative real saving comprises sale of real estate and take-up of a mortgage. I do
not have information about sales prices of housing. This is not problematic under the assumption
that the amount acquired by the sale of real estate flows into financial saving or new real saving
rather than consumption, thereby leaving the sum of saving at zero. Moreover, since the purchase
of a house must be financed by financial dissaving and/or the take-up of a mortgage, the sum
of these three saving measures also results in zero saving. Hence, in net, the amortization of a
mortgage is the real saving measure I am interested in. I also assume that expenditure for upkeep
and improvement of housing equals the depreciation of the house, and hence both categories of
real saving sum to zero.
To calculate the monthly amortization of a mortgage from the sum of interest and amortization
payments, I make the following four assumptions. First, the borrower pays back the mortgage in
constant annuity amounts. Second, the overall duration of the mortgage is 30 years, which is the
average duration of mortgages in Germany. Third, the interest rate on the mortgage is equal to the
average interest rate on ten-year fixed mortgages during the period 1971 to 2001, namely 8.25 percent. Fourth, interest accrues yearly. From these four assumptions, I can calculate the percentage of
observed annuity payments that is due to amortization, depending on the time elapsed since taking
on the mortgage. At the beginning of the mortgage, amortization accounts for a very small part of
the annuity payment, while at the end almost all the annuity payment constitutes amortization. I
assume that the start year of the mortgage is the year in which the owner moved into the house. If
a household indicates that it purchased the house it was previously renting, I take the year of the
purchase as the year the mortgage was taken up. Given the year of the mortgage and the schedule of
interest to amortization ratios, I can calculate the monthly amortization from the reported amount
of the annuity. Only this amortization amount is counted as real saving.
For those cases in which the calculated start date of the mortgage is more than 30 years
ago, I proceed as follows. If the maximum year of mortgage in the survey years is bigger than
40, I assume that the calculation of the start date of the mortgage was wrong. For these payments, I proceed as described below for amortization payments for properties that are not owner
55
Consumer loans play a relatively small role in Germany. The average stock of household consumer debt amounted
to 2,533 DM in 1998 (Margot Münnich 2001).
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Figure 15. Average Financial Saving Rate of German Households as Provided by the
Bundesbank and Constructed from the GSOEP Sample

o ccupied. If the maximum year is smaller than 40, I assume that I have the right start date, and
that all payments in years of mortgage bigger than 30 consist entirely of amortization, since in
fact the interest amount is probably very small.
The survey also reports interest and amortization payments for properties that are not owner
occupied. Unfortunately, it gives no hint as to when these properties were acquired, and hence
I cannot determine the start year of the mortgage. I therefore assume that the ratio of interest to
amortization in the annuity payment is equal to the median ratio of owner-occupied housing.
Appendix B: Auxiliary Estimations for Calibration
Average Car Value in the EVS.—The EVS provides information on the number of used and
newly purchased cars in the household. Moreover, it indicates the year of purchase as well as the
purchase price, both within certain categories, for one used and one newly purchased car. Thus, I
can construct an estimate of the car value of one newly purchased and one used car in the household. Only 5 percent of households own two or more newly purchased cars, and only 6.6 percent
of households own two or more used cars. For these households, I assume that the second (and
each additional) car is of average value of either newly purchased or used cars in the economy.
To get an estimate of the value of a car, I take the middle value of the price category that the
household indicates as purchase price, and deflate this value based on the years passed since purchase. Deflation rates for personal cars come from a Swiss organization of professional car appraisers. I assume that a used car is three years old at the time of purchase. For households that purchased
their car in the East before reunification, the purchase price is not given in the EVS. I assume that
such a car is worth DM 1,500 in 1993. The resulting average values of cars in a household conditional on owning at least one car are 11,495 DM in the East, and 13,323 DM in the West.
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East Incomes.—To estimate the level differences between East and West incomes, I build
cohort-specific East-West income ratios in 2000.56 For smoothing purposes, I then regress these
ratios linearly on the birth year, and construct the predicted East-West income ratio in 2000 for
every cohort.
The convergence process is assumed to be the same for all cohorts, in the sense that growth
rates of East-West income ratios are constant across cohorts for every year. To calculate these
growth rates, I first construct cohort-specific East-West income ratios for the years 1992 to 2000.
For each of the nine years I then calculate the average of the East-West income ratios across all
cohorts. Last, I calculate the growth rates of these average East-West income ratios. The growth
rates are declining, and approaching zero in 1997, indicating that convergence stopped in 1997.
I assume no further convergence for all future years. Starting with the cohort-specific predicted
East-West income ratios in 2000, I apply the estimated growth rates of the ratios backward to get
cohort-specific East-West income ratios for earlier years.
As mentioned in Section IIIB, I assume that the underlying life-cycle income growth path is
the same for East Germans as for West Germans. This implies that East-West income ratios by
birth cohorts are constant over time once the convergence process in the East has come to a halt
in 1997. Figure 16 depicts the actual East-West income ratios by birth cohort from 1997 to 2000,
as well as the linear prediction in 2000. While surely the panel dimension is very short, the figure
provides some suggestive evidence that the assumption of a constant ratio per cohort over time,
and thus of an identical life-cycle income growth path in East and West, is not unreasonable.
Moreover, the East-West income ratios indeed seem to be linearly decreasing in the age of the
cohort.
Estimation of Income Risk.—Similar to Carroll and Samwick (1997), I remove the predictable
component of income growth by dividing actual income through the predicted income value
from a regression of the logarithm of income on a cubic function in age, education, occupation, family composition, and marital status, as well as interactions of age with education and
occupation.
After removing the predictable income growth component Gt , one can write the income process in logarithms as Ỹt 5 P̃t 1 ẽ t and P̃t 5 P̃t21 1 m̃t , where the tilda denotes the logarithm.
One can then derive that var AỸt1d 2 Ỹt B 5 dsm2 1 2se2. I construct the unbiased estimate vid of
var AỸt1d 2 Ỹt B for household i as vi, d 5 AỸi, t1d 2 Ỹi, t B 2 for all distances d . 2; sm2 and se2 are the
resulting coefficients in the regression vi, d 5 dsm2 1 2se2 1 ui, d . By focusing on d . 2, the estimates are consistent in the presence of serial correlation of the order MA(2) in et .
Demographics.—Faik and Merz (1995) provide equivalence scales for different household
compositions (single, single plus one child, single plus two children, married, married plus one
child, up to married plus four children). They also provide equivalence scales based simply on
household size. Whenever I cannot match the observed family composition to one of the specific
ones they provide, I use these latter estimates. Whenever I observe two adults in a household, I
assume that they are married.
I perform the following adjustment on the East data to control for the cohort effects in the West
data: for every cohort-year group in the West, I calculate the difference between the observed
average adult equivalences and the 2000 average adult equivalences of the same age group. I
then subtract this amount from the respective cohort-year observation in the East. Thus, while
56
Alternatively, I could have calculated the level differences for any year other than 2000. For the East, I group five
adjacent birth cohorts in a rolling fashion to increase cell sizes. The first birth cohort taken into consideration is 1935,
since for earlier cohorts the cell sizes are very small.
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Figure 16. Actual and Predicted East-West Income Ratios 1997 to 2000 by Birth Cohort

clearly there is a major transition occurring in East household compositions from 1992 to 2000,
part of this transition takes place similarly in the West, and I subtract this common component
from the East data. I also have to make assumptions about the future trajectory of East German
households. For the years 2001 and following, I assume that East German cohorts will have the
same adult equivalences as the respective East age group in 2000.
Last, I smooth the data by running a locally weighted regression of the adult equivalences on
age, with a fairly small bandwidth (using 20 percent of the observations), for every single cohort.
This mechanism smooths large year-to-year changes that are likely due to measurement error,
but major trends, peaks, etc., are matched very well.
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